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Objective: Catastrophizing may be a negative predictor of pain-related outcomes. We evaluated
the impact of catastrophizing upon success of first-line pharmacotherapy in the management of
neuropathic pain (NeP) due to peripheral polyneuropathy.
Methods: Patients with confirmed NeP with NeP Visual Analog Scale (VAS) pain severity
score $4 (0–10 scale) completed the Coping Strategies Questionnaire (CSQ) catastrophizing
subscale at baseline. Pharmacological therapy consisting of first-line agents gabapentin, pregabalin, or a tricyclic antidepressant was initiated. Other measures examined included the Karnofsky
Performance Scale, Beck Depression Inventory, EuroQol Quality of Life Health Questionnaire,
and Modified Brief Pain Inventory. At 3 and 6 months, questionnaires were repeated and adverse
effect reporting was completed. Outcome measures assessed were pharmacotherapy success
($30% relief of NeP) and tolerability over 6 months of follow-up. Bivariate relationships using
Pearson product-moment correlations were examined for baseline CSQ catastrophizing subscale
score and the change in the NeP VAS scores and medication discontinuation.
Results: Sixty-six patients were screened, 62 subjects participated, and 58 subjects (94%)
completed the final follow-up visit. Greater catastrophizing was associated with poor pain relief
response and greater likelihood of discontinuation of pharmacotherapy, reports of greater disability, and impaired quality of life. Duration of pain was negatively associated with likelihood
of pharmacotherapy success.
Conclusion: Catastrophizing exerts maladaptive effects on outcomes with pharmacotherapy in
NeP patients. Detection of catastrophizing during clinical visits when pharmacological therapy
is being considered can be a predictive factor for patient outcomes.
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Neuropathic pain (NeP) is a form of chronic pain caused by a lesion or disease of the
somatosensory nervous system.1 NeP negatively impacts upon quality of life in several
domains, also contributing to concomitant mood and sleep disorders.2–5 Unfortunately,
NeP is often refractory to management with many NeP patients not achieving
therapeutic efficacy and tolerability with use of standard pharmacological therapies.
However, some patients with NeP have good outcomes with minimal therapies. The
reasons for this discordance are not clear, but may relate to factors including genetics,
pharmacokinetics, ability to achieve appropriate dosing,6,7 presence of comorbidities
and economic burden,8 or even culture and religion.9,10
Psychological factors can also impact significantly upon chronic pain and its
experience.11,12 This is not surprising, as pain is frequently accompanied by strong
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emotions as well as somatogenic and psychological factors.13
In many situations, coping techniques are required to deal
with these issues. Defined as the ability to manage stressful
situations believed to surpass an individual’s capabilities
or resources,14 coping can consist of different responses
including: 1) attempts to control a stressor, such as with
problem solving; 2) social resource management, such as
with seeking social supports; and 3) adapting one’s goals,
such as with acceptance.15,16 While some individuals persist
with goal attainment despite chronic pain, others will engage
in bed rest and avoidance; these behaviors depend on the
presence of different skill sets and specific beliefs about
the nature of pain and its management. For patients with
chronic pain, coping efforts may involve both positive and
negative outcomes depending on chronic pain severity and
its comorbidities. For example, some active coping strategies have been effective,17,18 including prayer and hoping
strategies.19 The use of these positive coping techniques is
associated with less severe pain, less depressive symptoms,
less functional impairment, and higher self-efficacy. In
contrast, passive coping techniques such as avoidance and
escape correlate with worsening mood, increased pain severity or flares of pain, greater functional impairment, and lower
general self-efficacy.20
Catastrophizing, another form of negative coping strategy frequently used by chronic pain patients, is one of the
strongest psychological predictors for worsening of pain
experience.21 Defined as “an exaggerated negative mental
set brought to bear during actual or anticipated painful
experience”, pain catastrophizing may contain dysfunctional
foci contributing to three separate but related dimensions of
appraisal composing catastrophizing: rumination (“I worry
all the time about whether it will end”), magnification (“It
is terrible and I feel it is never going to get any better”), and
helplessness (“I feel like I can’t go on”).22,23 The extent of
pain positively relates to levels of catastrophizing in several
clinical populations.12,21,22 As well, catastrophizing can be
associated with increased chronic pain-related disability
after injury24 or in other chronic diseases,25 perhaps related
to greater pain severities reported in high catastrophizers.26,27
Indeed, catastrophizing may have closer associations with
pain-related disability than seen with other comorbidities,
such as with depression.28,29 When concurrently present with
mental health conditions, the presence of catastrophizing
reduces the efficacy of pain-related interventions.30–32 The
efficacy of physical therapy interventions for musculoskeletal
injury, diagnosed as soft tissue injury or whiplash injury,
declines with higher Pain Catastrophizing Scale scores.30,32
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In fact, catastrophizing levels at baseline predict later pain
levels after oral pharmacotherapy intervention.33 For patients
with various NeP conditions, the therapeutic response of
topical 2% amitriptyline and 1% ketamine weakened with
higher scores on the Pain Catastrophizing Scale.31 Despite
knowledge to date, there remains uncertainty regarding
the relationship of catastrophizing with pharmacotherapy
interventions and the impact of catastrophizing management
outcomes in patients with NeP.22 As a result, we do not know
if baseline catastrophizing levels predict outcomes with the
most commonly used intervention for NeP, first-line oral
pharmacotherapies. We are not aware of studies examining pharmacotherapy compliance in high catastrophizing
pain patients, but catastrophizing can certainly impact upon
self-management adherence in chronic pain patients.34 As
a result, we sought to determine the role of catastrophizing
upon pharmacological outcomes of pain relief success, tolerability, and therapy continuation in a population of patients
with peripheral neuropathy-associated NeP.
The aim of this study was to determine the impact of
catastrophizing as a maladaptive coping factor that could predict the outcome of guideline-mandated pharmacotherapy35
efficacy and tolerability in patients with NeP due to peripheral polyneuropathy. A successful outcome was defined as
the presence of sufficient pain relief ($30% improvement
in pain severity) without medication discontinuation due
to intolerance or perceived inefficacy. We hypothesized
that catastrophizing would be a predictor of poor medication response and tolerability due to inherent features of
catastrophizing such as helplessness and magnification.
Our secondary objectives were to determine the impact of
catastrophizing upon ancillary measures of mood, anxiety,
sleep, patient satisfaction, and patient global impression of
change in their condition.

Materials and methods
Patient assessment
We prospectively evaluated patients with NeP at a tertiary
care NeP clinic in Calgary, AB, Canada.36 This investigation was designed as a prospective cohort assessment
as part of the patients’ regular clinical care. All patients
enrolled in this study had provided informed written consent for the assessment of their clinical outcomes using
questionnaires performed at regular follow-up visits,
as approved by the local health research ethics board
(Conjoint Health Research Ethics Board, University of
Calgary). All patients completed questionnaires prior to
their clinical assessment on the first day of participation.
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The DN4 questionnaire37 was used to confirm the presence
of NeP – inclusion required a score of $4. When another
coincidental cause for chronic pain was present, enrollment was permitted if, in the opinion of the enrolling
neurologist, this condition could easily be separated from
the NeP condition and if it was not the cause of the most
severe chronic pain.
Patient care within the NeP clinic included noninvasive
assessment and management of NeP. Focus was placed
upon improvement in patient function and quality of life
in all cases, with pharmacological intervention, physical
and exercise therapy, family and social counseling, patient
education, and vocational counseling offered. There was
no formal psychological counseling provided, although it
is possible that some patients may have received this of
their own accord. Participation in forms of therapy was
neither inclusive nor mandatory, and was variable between
patients. All patients had a complete neurological examination performed. Diagnosis of polyneuropathy etiology was
performed as previously described.38 During each clinic visit,
clinical, psychological, and overall well-being assessments
were performed, and education and counseling were provided
as needed regarding the patient’s condition, its prognosis,
and its management options. Management decisions were
made in tandem by physician and patient at the conclusion
of the first visit. Patients were seen at 0, 3, and 6 months for
clinical assessment and management, completion of surveys
and questionnaires, and other non-pharmacological forms of
chronic pain care.
Inclusion criteria consisted of: $18 years of age;
diagnosis of peripheral polyneuropathy with associated
NeP; $6 months duration of NeP; NeP severity was $4
on the Visual Analog Scale (VAS), with severity enough
to require the prescription of a first-line pharmacological
agent; patient agreement to attend scheduled clinical appointments in 3 and 6 months’ time; and completion of informed
consent. Exclusion criteria consisted of: diagnosis of another
cause of NeP other than peripheral polyneuropathy; current
use of a first-line pharmacotherapy or prior use of all possible first-line pharmacotherapies; presence of other serious
health concerns that may have interfered with the follow-up
visits; inability to provide information assessed in questionnaires due to language or cognitive issues; and presence of
another cause of chronic pain of greater severity than that
of NeP due to peripheral polyneuropathy which could interfere with assessments. Patients with concurrent tolerable
musculoskeletal pain, such as with osteoarthritis, were not
excluded if in the opinion of the investigator this condition
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would not be expected to interfere with data collection and
follow-up visits.

Pharmacotherapy intervention
Following completion of questionnaires at the baseline
visit, prescription of a first-line NeP pharmacotherapy
(amitriptline, nortriptyline, gabapentin, pregabalin) occurred
using the Canadian Pain Society Consensus Statement and
Guidelines.39 The medication was selected by the physician and patient through consensus after accounting for the
patients’ demographics and comorbidities. There were no
attempts to use one of these first-line agents more than any
other agent. If a patient had already received or was intolerant to each of the four medications (and the two classes of
medications [tricyclic antidepressants or gabapentinoids]),
then that patient was excluded from further study. For patients
where at least one of these medications had been previously
attempted, only those first-line medications for which the
patient was naïve were considered. Dosing of the selected
agent took place on an individual basis based upon pain
severity, comorbidities, body weight, age, and other potential
factors. Regular use of pharmacotherapy for the 6 months
preceding the last follow-up visit was recorded.

Primary outcome measure
We assessed for tolerability and efficacy of pharmacotherapy
as the primary outcome measure. Definition of a successful
pharmacotherapeutic intervention was dependent upon adequate pain relief in the absence of medication discontinuation.
For the determination of successful pain relief, we used a
threshold of $30% pain relief at 3 or 6 months based on
the baseline pain VAS score for pain severity recorded
pre-intervention. The VAS was determined by measuring
an unmarked 100 mm line between anchors of no pain on
the left (0) and worst possible pain on the right (10) – this
was bisected by the patient upon being asked to reflect
the patient’s average NeP severity over the past 7 days.
A successful outcome also required that the patient remain
on the prescribed medication for the duration of 6 months
of follow-up without medication discontinuation due to
intolerable adverse effects or inefficacy as perceived by the
patient with respect to pain relief. Failure was recorded as
discontinuation of pharmacotherapy provided due to inefficacy, intolerance, or inability to achieve $30% pain relief
after 3 or 6 months.
Our primary outcome measures were selected to be VAS
pain severity and medication discontinuation. For the primary
outcomes, the primary independent variable was selected
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to be the catastrophizing subscale of the Coping Strategies
Questionnaire (CSQ).17 A 50-item questionnaire, the CSQ
reliably assesses eight different coping strategies for managing pain – diversion of attention, reinterpretation of pain
sensation, coping self-statements, ignoring of sensations,
prayer and hoping, catastrophizing, increased behavioral
activities, and pain behavior (Table 1). The CSQ was completed for each study visit and performed prior to clinical
assessment. The determination of pain severity (VAS pain
scores) and continuance of pharmacotherapy took place on
each visit of 0, 3, and 6 months when CSQ questionnaires
were also completed.

Secondary outcome measures
Secondary outcomes consisted of mood and sleep assessments, as well as questionnaires to assess patient satisfaction and impression of change in well-being. Each
secondary outcome measure was also completed at each
study visit prior to clinical assessment. At the baseline
and 6-month visits, additional quality of life (European
Quality of Life 5 Domains [EQ-5D]), and Karnofsky
Performance Scales (KPS) were assessed for each subject.
The EQ-5D was measured as described previously 36
using two sections – the health state in five dimensions
with calculation of a single utility score40 and the EQ-5D
VAS measuring perception of overall health. The KPS,
a clinician-rated scale, was used to rate the patient’s
physical function over the past 7 days41 and was scored
using percentiles from 100% (healthy) to 0% (death), with
scores ,80 signifying the requirement for assistance with
daily activities.
There were additional measures studied at the baseline
and 6-month visit time-points. Mood was characterized using
the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI),42 while sleep efficacy
was evaluated with the Medical Outcomes Study Sleep Scale
(MOSSS).43 The BDI analyzes for severity of depressive
symptoms with both mental (hopelessness, irritability) and

Table 1 Coping strategies questionnaire catastrophizing subscale
items
5. It is terrible and I feel it is never going to get any better.
11. It is awful and I feel it overwhelms me.
25. I worry all the time about whether it will end.
33. I feel I can’t stand it anymore.
Using a 7-point Likert scale for each item, subjects were asked to selfreport how often they used that strategy when they experienced pain,
where 0= never, 3= sometimes, and 6= always.
Note: Adapted from The Coping Strategies Questionnaire catastrophizing subscale
Rosenstiel and Keefe.17 Adapted with permission from Dr Francis Keefe.
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physical (fatigue, weight change) symptoms.44 The MOSSS
is a self-reporting sleep measure used to assess six important
dimensions of sleep in adults.45 The Patient Global Impression of Change (PGIC),46 a simple 7-point scale, was used
to assess subjective changes in patient well-being with an
intervention – the PGIC was administered at the 6-month
follow-up visit. The modified Brief Pain Inventory short
form (MBPI)47 was used to assess the impact and severity
of pain upon daily functions through a description of pain
relief, pain quality, the patient’s perceptions of the causes
of pain intensity, and the degree with which pain interferes
with function.48
We recorded other demographical variables for each
subject, including age, duration of pain, sex, numbers of
failed previous pharmacological trials for NeP, and presence
of other sources of chronic pain.

Tolerability and adverse events
An adverse event was defined as any noxious, unintended, or
unexpected response suspected to have a causal relationship with
the pharmacological intervention used. Adverse events were
coded using Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA; http://www.meddra.org) terminology. Serious adverse
events were defined as any life-threatening reaction to intervention requiring hospitalization, additional urgent physician
assessment, or resulted in persistent or significant disability. All
spontaneously reported and recorded adverse events related to
medications were recorded prospectively at each 3 and 6 month
follow-up visit. Discontinuations due to adverse events were
recorded in each case – the presence of multiple adverse events
leading to discontinuation was noted in addition.

Data analysis
For both primary and secondary outcome measures, we
analyzed the latest available time-point (6-month time-point
whenever possible) after at least 3 months. We used multiple
logistical regression analyses to determine the association
between the dichotomous variables of successful pain relief
or medication discontinuation with each of the continuous
variables (Catastrophizing Subscore, age and pain duration)
and the binary variable (sex) (independent variables).
In addition, we performed linear regression to analyze
for changes in the NeP VAS score (dependent variable) with
potential covariates of CSQ Catastrophizing Subscore, age,
pain duration, and sex (independent variables). We scored
intolerability and inefficacy of pharmacotherapy separately.
R 2 values were calculated for each comparison made.
Classification of the CSQ catastrophizing subscale score as
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high, medium, or low was performed based upon the average
value, with values more than the average + one standard
deviation classified as high, and with values less than the
average – one standard deviation classified as low; remaining
values were defined as medium. Following this, we performed
chi-square testing to permit comparisons between levels of
high, medium, and low levels of catastrophizing and the
primary outcome measures of pain severity and medication
discontinuation. We defined α to be 0.05 for significance for
each case. When data did not follow a normal distribution
based upon Shapiro–Wilk testing, comparisons were made
using Mann–Whitney U testing.
Secondary outcome measure data was analyzed using correlational regression techniques. Linear regression analyses
were performed using CSQ catastrophizing subscale scores
as the independent variable and the baseline VAS pain
scores, and the last obtained KPS scores, EQ-5D data, MBPI
data, BDI scores, and MOSSS total scores (independent
variables), with R2 values calculated for each comparison
made. Logistical regression was performed to determine the
association with CSQ catastrophizing subscale scores and the
presence of another chronic pain condition other than the one
considered. Finally, we performed a post-hoc comparison
of outcomes for the patients prescribed gabapentinoids as
compared to those prescribed tricyclic antidepressants for
medication success and discontinuation using single factor
ANOVA testing. Bonferroni corrections were applied in situations where several independent tests were being performed
simultaneously.
For other subscales of the CSQ, we also analyzed for
potential associations for subscale baseline values with successful pain relief outcomes and for medication discontinuation using methods identical to those described above.
PGIC scales were analyzed between cohorts at the
final follow-up visit time-point using modified Relative to
an Identified Distribution (ridit) transformation with the
Cochran–Mantel–Haenszel procedure, with adjustment for
center; this permits the comparison of grouped, stratified, categorical responses. Data concerning serious adverse effects
and presence of comorbidities were tabulated.

Results
Demographics and interventions
A total of 66 patients were assessed for eligibility at the time
of enrollment (Figure 1). Four patients did not participate in
the study after their baseline visit and declined return visit
invitations – these patients had idiopathic polyneuropathy
in two cases and diabetic polyneuropathy in two cases, were
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aged 61±4 years, had VAS pain severity of 8.1±1.1, and
CSQ catastrophizing scores of 20.2±2.8 at baseline. A total
of 62 patients had data analyzed for the 3-month time-point
(Table 2), while 58 patients had 6-month time-point data
analyzed (four patients were lost to follow-up – three of
these patients had diabetic polyneuropathy while one had
idiopathic polyneuropathy). Patients lost to follow-up
were aged 59±5 years, had VAS pain severity of 7.1±1.0,
and CSQ catastrophizing scores of 18.9±3.0 at baseline.
E thnicity was Caucasian in 62/66 (94%) of patients
evaluated. Of the first-line pharmacotherapies provided
to enrolled patients (Table 3), amitriptyline was provided
most frequently, while nortriptyline and pregabalin were
provided least frequently. In the case of pregabalin, the
main reason for lack of prescription was inadequate insurance coverage. For the four patients that did not complete
the 6-month visit and questionnaires, the 3-month data
was used to permit final data analysis using the last value
carried forward technique.

Primary outcome measure
The score for the CSQ subscale for catastrophizing (Table 4)
suggested moderate levels of overall catastrophizing. At
the individual time-points of 3 and 6 months, there were
no remarkable changes seen in CSQ subscale scores when
compared to baseline scores, although trends of improvement were noted for the “Ignore pain” sensations, “Increase
activity level”, and “Control over pain” subscales within the
CSQ. The presence of a greater baseline Catastrophizing
Subscore within the CSQ was correlated with greater risk
of medication discontinuance (χ2=27.9, P,0.01) and less
likelihood of success (.30% pain relief) with medication
intervention (χ2=27.5, P,0.01) (Table 5 and Figure 2). There
was no association between success with medication intervention and age (χ2=0.4, P=0.55) or sex (χ2=0.3, P=0.56),
but shorter pain durations were associated with medication
success (χ2=22.6, P,0.01). Also, there was no association
between medication discontinuation and age (χ2=0.0, P=0.90)
or sex (χ2=0.7, P=0.42), but longer durations of pain were
associated with greater likelihood of medication discontinuation (χ2=12.8, P,0.01). Chi-square testing also revealed
significant relationships between a high classification for
the CSQ Catastrophizing Subscore and pharmacotherapy
discontinuation (U=319.5; P,0.001) as well as with failure
to achieve $30% pain relief (U=279.0; P,0.01). There was
a strong linear association between the CSQ Catastrophizing Subscore and the change in the VAS pain severity score
(R2=0.69, F=129.4, P,0.01).
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• Diagnosis
• Consent
• Inclusion/exclusion criteria
• Baseline questionnaires (VAS,
CSQ, EQ-5D, KPS, BDI, MOSSS,
mBPI)

Assessed for eligibility (n=66)
Excluded (n=4)
♦ Reconsidered participation (n=4)

• Pharmacotherapy intervention
Completion of baseline data
and questionnaires (n=62)

Initiation of first line
pharmacotherapy (n=62)

3-month follow-up
• 3-month clinical assessment
• 3-month questionnaires (VAS,
CSQ)

Completion of 3-month
questionnaires (n=62)

• 6-month clinical assessment
• 6-month questionnaires (VAS,
CSQ, EQ-5D, KPS, BDI, MOSSS,
mBPI, PGIC)

Lost to follow-up (n=4)

Completion of 6-month
questionnaires (n=58)

3-month follow-up
• 6-month clinical assessment
• 6-month questionnaires (VAS,
CSQ, EQ-5D, KPS, BDI, MOSSS,
mBPI, PGIC)
• Determination of pain relief
efficacy and medication
discontinuation rates

Completion of final clinical
visit (n=58)

• Analysis of primary and
secondary outcome

Figure 1 The CONSORT flow diagram for patients evaluated in this study.
Abbreviations: BDI, Beck Depression Inventory; CSQ, Coping Strategies Questionnaire; EQ-5D, European Quality of Life 5 Domains; KPS, Karnofsky Performance Scales;
mBPI, modified Brief Pain Inventory short form; MOSSS, Medical Outcomes Study Sleep Scale; PGIC, Patient Global Impression of Change; VAS, visual analog scale.

Pain severity levels, measured using the VAS, improved at
the 3-month follow-up period by 1.6±1.2 and at the 6-month
follow-up period by 2.5±1.4 overall. Improvement in pain
severity was related to the primary outcome factor, the CSQ
catastrophizing subscale score (Figure 2).

Secondary outcome measures

Reported quality of life (EQ-5D) index scores (R2=0.54,
F=67.7, P,0.01) and disability (KPS) scores (R2=0.59,
332
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F=84.9, P,0.01) also correlated with the CSQ catastrophizing
subscale score based upon baseline values but did not
demonstrate change over time. There was also a significant
relationship between the numbers of previously failed pharmacological trials and the CSQ catastrophizing subscale
score (R2=0.36, F=42.2, P,0.01). Also, there were no significant changes in the mood (BDI total score), sleep efficacy
(MOSSS Sleep Problems Index) score, or the MBPI subscale
(general activity, mood, walking ability, relationships, sleep,
Journal of Pain Research 2014:7
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Table 2 Patient characteristics for all patients enrolled to deter
mine catastrophizing or coping skills
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Patient characteristics
(n=62)
Sex: females (%)
Age (years [range])
Duration of NeP (years)
Number of pain medications previously
failed
Diagnosis
 Diabetic polyneuropathy
Idiopathic polyneuropathy
Vitamin deficiency polyneuropathy
Polyneuropathy associated with
monoclonal gammopathy
Inflammatory polyneuropathy
Vasculitic polyneuropathy
Hereditary polyneuropathy

36 (58%)
51.9±7.2 [34–86]
6.7±3.4 [1.5–7.8]
1.6±1.2 [0–4]

27
22
5
4

attention (χ2=4.7, P=0.03), praying or hoping (χ2=6.9,
P=0.01), and increase activity level (χ2=6.1, P=0.02). On the
other hand, some subscales were positively associated with
medication continuation: praying or hoping (χ2=8.2, P,0.01)
and increase activity level (χ2=6.5, P=0.01), while diverting
attention was not significantly associated with medication
continuation (χ2=3.4, P=0.07).
Finally, there was no difference in outcomes for patients
prescribed gabapentinoids as compared to those prescribed
tricyclic antidepressants for either of medication success
(ANOVA, F=0.97, P=0.33) or medication discontinuations
(ANOVA, F=0.04, P=0.85).

Discussion

2
1
1

Notes: Values expressed are means ± standard deviations, with numbers in square
brackets representing range of values and numbers in rounded brackets representing
percentages.

normal work, or enjoyment) scores for all patients. Finally, we
did not find any correlations between the CSQ catastrophizing
subscale scores and each of the BDI total score (R2=0.11,
F=4.8, P=0.27), MOSSS Sleep Problems Index (R2=0.14,
F=5.4, P=0.22), or MBPI subscale scores (R2=0.06–0.19,
F=2.6–7.6, P=0.08–0.51), and presence of other sources
of chronic pain (χ2=3.8, P=0.24). We classified the CSQ
catastrophizing subscale score as high, medium, or low as
described for the assessment of the PGIC. Those patients with
high CSQ catastrophizing subscale scores had significantly
more negative outcomes on the PGIC than those with low
CSQ catastrophizing subscale scores (Figure 3).
The baseline values of the other subscales of the CSQ
were analyzed in addition to the catastrophizing subscale
score. The following subscales did not demonstrate association with either medication success or medication discontinuation: reinterpret pain sensations (χ2=1.5–1.8, P=0.29–0.33),
coping self-statements (χ2=0.8–1.3, P=0.42–0.53), ignore
pain sensations (χ2=0.9–1.6, P=0.31–0.46), control over pain
(χ2=2.1–2.5, P=0.13–0.16), and ability to decrease pain
(χ2=1.2–1.4, P=0.44–0.51). The following subscales had
negative associations with medication success: diverting

In this study, the negative coping skill of catastrophizing was
shown to impact upon pharmacotherapy-mediated outcomes
in patients with chronic NeP and was associated with a greater
chance of pharmacotherapy inefficacy and discontinuation.
Higher levels of catastrophizing were also associated with
greater levels of self-reported disability, lower quality of
life scores, longer duration of painful conditions, and poor
global impression of change scores. These results suggest that
pre-intervention screening may be useful to identify patients
with higher levels of catastrophizing in order to prevent
unnecessary exposure to pharmacotherapies postulated to
be of little benefit.
Our results are similar to other studies examining the role
of catastrophizing upon physical therapy or topical analgesic
interventions.30–32 Most previous work has demonstrated a
strong positive relationship between high catastrophizing
scores and more severe pain levels.22 Also, although we
examined patients with peripheral neuropathy and associated NeP, other conditions causing NeP also have important
relationships with catastrophizing, including post-herpetic
neuralgia,33 spinal cord injury,49 and phantom limb pain.50
Our results extend upon these previous studies showing the
clinical importance of catastrophizing upon pharmacological
outcomes using the most commonly prescribed oral medications for NeP relief. If not recognized, high catastrophizing
may lead to dosing escalations being performed in patients
leading to greater analgesic intake,51 which may increase

Table 3 Medication interventions provided to patients

Amitryptyline
Nortryptyline
Gabapentin
Pregabalin

Number of patients
receiving specific medication

Initial medication
daily dose

Final medication
daily dose

Discontinuations

25 (40%)
10 (16%)
17 (27%)
10 (16%)

15.0±5.2 mg
25.5±11.3 mg
667.0±112.3 mg
120.5±62.3 mg

37.3±12.7 mg
55.7±13.3 mg
1,562.7±147.8 mg
363.3±78.8 mg

14/25 (56%)
5/10 (50%)
7/17 (41%)
4/10 (40%)

Note: Values expressed are means ± standard deviations, with numbers in rounded brackets representing percentages.
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Table 4 Coping strategies questionnaire subscale results
Measure

Baseline scores
(n=66)

3-month scores
(n=62)

6-month scores
(n=58)

Diverting attention (/36)
Reinterpret pain sensations (/36)
Coping self-statements (/36)
Ignore pain sensations (/36)
Praying or hoping (/36)
Catastrophizing (/36)
Increase activity level (/36)
Control over pain (/36)
Ability to decrease pain (/36)

11.9±6.2 [4,36] (13)
6.4±4.8 [2,22] (8)
20.3±7.6 [3,36] (19)
16.8±7.3 [3,30] (18)
10.9±6.0 [0,35] (9)
15.5±7.0 [2,36] (15)
17.3±7.4 [4,36] (17)
3.9±2.2 [0,20] (5)
2.9±1.8 [0,18] (4)

11.5±5.8 [4,36] (12)
6.7±4.5 [2,21] (8)
20.8±7.2 [4,36] (20)
16.5±6.5 [3,28] (17)
10.7±5.7 [0,36] (10)
15.3±6.7 [3,36] (15)
16.9±6.5 [5,36] (18)
3.6±2.0 [0,22] (5)
2.7±1.7 [0,22] (4)

11.3±5.9 [4,36] (12)
6.6±4.6 [2,22] (8)
20.5±8.0 [4,36] (20)
15.8±5.7 [3,29] (16)
10.8±5.9 [0,36] (10)
15.4±6.5 [2,36] (15)
15.9±5.4 [6,36] (17)
3.5±2.0 [0,22] (5)
3.1±1.9 [0,22] (4)

Notes: Values expressed are means ± standard deviations, with numbers in square brackets representing the range of values and numbers in rounded brackets representing
the median. Scores for each subscale are out of a total of 36 possible points.

adverse effects and risks of toxicity. Furthermore, the entry
of patients with high catastrophizing levels likely impacts
upon the results of clinical trials, adding to uncertainty with
observed outcomes. Greater clinical recognition of catastrophizing could influence levels of pharmacotherapy exposure,
and permit psychological and rehabilitative interventions to
be considered.27,52
It has become clear that catastrophizing is significantly
associated with both pain and pain-related disability independent of depression.53–58 It is possible that catastrophizing
disrupts endogenous pain pathways,59 perhaps through loss of
inhibitory controls. The development and subsequent maintenance of catastrophizing may relate to social goals and psychosocial factors developed through life.22 Catastrophizing
may increase pain-related fear, thus increasing attention
being paid to the stimuli. In catastrophizers, a vicious circle
may result in which catastrophizing thoughts lead to avoidance of activity, further propagating deconditioning and leading to failure to return to work and regular life.
Our greater recognition of the impact of negative coping skills has led to enhanced appreciation for psychosocial

treatments focusing on pain-coping strategies. Such
non-pharmacological treatments may include cognitive behavioral therapy strategies which can assist with achieving three
main components for successfully coping with pain: 1) an
educational approach documenting the influence of patients’
thoughts, feelings, and behaviors upon pain and pain coping;
2) training in cognitive and behavioral-coping strategies, such
as with relaxation, setting appropriate goals, and cognitive
restructuring; and 3) education for home-coping skills.60
There are a number of limitations associated with our
results. First, this was a small patient cohort treated at one
interdisciplinary clinic – outcomes may not be generalizable
to primary care clinics or other tertiary clinics. Although we
chose to analyze 3- and 6-month time-points, this may not
be a sufficient duration of time to determine possible changes
in coping skills. We did not perform interventions for coping skills in this study designed to assess pharmacological
responses. We did not anticipate large scales changes in catastrophizing scores, but the absence of any significant change
in the CSQ catastrophizing subscale score after improvement
in pain severity was unexpected as previous studies have

Table 5 There were significant correlations between the catastrophizing subscale score of the coping strategies questionnaire and with
medication discontinuance and medication success
Factor

Measure

Factor

1

2

61.1±8.8
0.62±0.11
15.5±7.0

-0.22a
-0.17

0.30a

32/62 (52%)
21/62 (34%)

0.08
0.13

77.6±9.7

-0.23

3

4

5

-0.36a
-0.34a
-0.34a

0.54a
0.12

0.13

Mean ± SD
1
2
3
4
5
6

VAS pain intensity
EQ-5D disability index score
Catastrophizing subscale score of the
Coping Strategies Questionnaire (/36)
Medication continuance
Medication success
Karnofsky Performance Scales

0.15
0.11
0.21

Notes: Secondary outcome measures of interest ([EQ-5D] and Karnofsky Performance Scale) also possessed significant relationships ( P,0.05, Pearson product-moment
correlations). Values expressed are means ± standard deviations (SD) and represent data obtained at the 6-month follow-up visit in the third column. Remaining columns
present the r value for correlation.
Abbreviations: EQ-5D, European Quality of Life 5 Domains; VAS, visual analog scale.
a
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Figure 2 Correlational analyses for the Coping Strategies Questionnaire (CSQ) catastrophizing subscale score are demonstrated.
Notes: The change in the primary outcome measure pain severity score (evaluated using the visual analog scale [VAS]) had a positive relationship with CSQ catastrophizing
subscale scores, with a negative change in the VAS reflecting improvement in pain severity (A) (Spearman’s rho, P,0.05). The presence of medication discontinuation
by final endpoint was associated with significantly greater CSQ catastrophizing subscale scores (see Table 5) (B). There were negative significant relationships for CSQ
catastrophizing subscale scores with both of the EuroQol Quality of Life – 5 Domains (EQ-5D) Index Score (C) (Spearman rho, P,0.05) and for the Karnofsky Performance
Scale (D) (Spearman rho, P,0.05). R2 values for each correlational analysis are provided on each subfigure. In subfigure 2B, horizontal lines indicate average values for the
CSQ catastrophizing subscale scores for each subgroup, with numbers provided demonstrating averages ± standard errors.

d emonstrated reductions in patient catastrophizing scale
scores after lengthy interventions.32 It should be noted that the
CSQ catastrophizing subscale scores in our patient population were in a low–moderate range when compared to other
published works.32,53,61,62 We selected the CSQ catastrophizing subscale in order to determine the primary outcome
measure, but a number of pain-related catastrophizing scales

B

Number of patients

20
15

Minimally improved
No change

10
5
0

Minimally worse
Much worse

C
20

20

Very much improved
Much improved

have been developed (but not used in our study) including the
Cognitive Error Questionnaire,63 the Pain Anxiety Symptoms
Scale,64 the Cognitive Errors Questionnaire catastrophizing
subscale,63 and the Pain Catastrophizing Scale.21 We did not
demonstrate any influence of age65 or sex66 upon catastrophizing in the present study, although these factors were important
in other studies. There was insufficient heterogeneity in

15
10
5
0

Number of patients

A

Number of patients
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Figure 3 Patient global impression of change (PGIC) was reported at the 6-month time-point, demonstrating significantly less perceived benefit for scores obtained
from “high” catastrophizers (A) as compared to “low” catastrophizers (C) (modified ridit transformation with the Cochran–Mantel–Haenszel procedure, adjusting for
center, *P,0.05), with “medium” catastrophizers shown in (B). There were no significant differences between “high” and “medium” catastrophizers, or between “low” and
“medium” catastrophizers.
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ethnicity to evaluate its effects upon catastrophizing. While
all patients were encouraged to use conservative measures
to assist with NeP relief including the pharmacotherapeutic
intervention provided, there was no method by which to control for non-pharmacological interventions, or other invasive
or non-invasive interventions received at other health care
centers. Also, we could not control the use of additional
over-the-counter medications that were unreported. There were
multiple first-line pharmacological options offered in the study
which may have differentially affected coping skills. Finally,
patients referred to this tertiary care clinic may not represent the
general population of patients with NeP, as not all chronic pain
patients will accept referral to a multidisciplinary clinic.67

Conclusion
Our results suggest that the presence of heightened catastrophizing modulates pharmacotherapy tolerance or efficacy for
patients with NeP due to polyneuropathy. The scales used to
capture this data are easily performed in outpatient primary or
tertiary care clinics. In patients presenting with higher levels of
catastrophizing, therapies other than that of standard pharmacotherapies may be more advantageous. The additional use of
psychosocial assessments and evaluations of coping skills may
be of greater utility for this particular patient subpopulation.
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